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Book Descriptions:

boss tower scaffold manual

No manual should mean no tower. Each manual will guide you through the process of safely
assembling the tower using either the 3T or AGR method. These manuals are provided to us by the
manufacturers, who are all PASMA members. Please read our disclaimer before downloading or
relying on these documents. The instruction manuals in this section are organised in alphabetical
order by manufacturer. The instruction manuals in this section are organised in alphabetical order
by manufacturer. The instruction manuals in this section are organised in alphabetical order by
manufacturer. The instruction manuals in this section are organised in alphabetical order by
manufacturer. The instruction manuals in this section are organised in alphabetical order by
manufacturer. Any reliance you place on such information which you download from this website is
therefore strictly at your own risk. In no event will we be liable for any loss or damage including
without limitation, indirect or consequential loss or damage, or any loss or damage whatsoever
arising from loss of data or profits arising out of, or in connection with, the use of this information
You can submit manuals to us by logging into our members’ area and completing the New or
Updated Product Submission form, which you’ll find on the Documentation page. Theme ColorMag
by ThemeGrill. Powered by WordPress. The 3T model has been made using the latest in technology
to ensure this item is made of the highest and consistent quality and to BS EN10042004 standards.
These types of narrow towers are used throughout the construction industry and by building and
maintenance trades. Purchase online This product is suitable to use indoors and outdoors providing
a safe solution for any job that requires access to heights where a secure platform is needed and
where a traditional scaffold is not required. The BoSS ladderpsan 3T tower is perfect for short term
access and is versatile to work from any
height.http://www.sablage2000.ca/fcke_files/cooks-griddle-manual.xml

boss tower scaffold manual, boss scaffold tower instruction manual, youngman boss
scaffold tower manual, boss aluminium scaffold tower manual, boss tower scaffold
manual, boss tower scaffold manual, boss tower scaffold manual download, boss
tower scaffold manual pdf, boss tower scaffold manual free, boss tower scaffold
manual online.

Our narrow BoSS towers come in twentytwo different heights which are listed below. Ensuring you
choose the right one for your project is vitally important. The heights we have available range from
the following in metres Components that our BoSS access towers comprises of Castors. Adjustable
legs. Ladder frames. Trap door deck. Span Frames. Diagonal braces. Horizontal braces. Toe board
clips. Side toe boards. End toe boards. SP7 stabiliser clamp. User manual and assemble instructions.
Please ensure you build the BoSS scaffold tower to the user’s manual which will give you step by
step instructions on how to safely erect the tower using the through the trapdoor method 3T which
means building the tower in the trapdoor of the platform. The law requires anyone building, taking
down or adjusting BoSS scaffolding towers must be experienced and competent enough to do so.
Please do not steer away from the user guide given. Safety is paramount when building and using a
BoSS tower scaffold. Minimum order quantity. There is NO minimum quantity order for this type of
product. Max Safe Working Load per Platform 275kg. Tower type 3T. Material Aluminium. Key
features of ou r towers Lightweight. Easy to assemble. Many different height variations available.
Safe. Can be repaired. Firm and strong structure. Important ladder feature within the framework for
safe and easy access. Ribbed tubing for improved grip. Certified safe to BS EN10042004 standards.
Other products available to buy online Heavy duty round top heras fencing. Acrow props. Steel
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scaffold poles in various lengths. 20ft aluminium tube. Safety traffic and pedestrian cones. If you
need more information relating to our BoSS towers, give us a call and our team of experts will be
able to answer any questions or queries you may have. We can also take orders over the telephone
or if you find it easier via email or our website. Just let us know what size height
1.http://viceda.com/userfiles/cooks-power-blender-manual.xml

8m single width BoSS scaffold tower system you need along with your location and we will get back
to you with our very competitive delivery costs. We are a distribution only company and offer a fast
and secure transportation service to customers across mainland United Kingdom. If you wish to
purchase any item we sell please submit through our simple form, email us or give us a call to obtain
our carriage costs. All we require to work this out is the postcode in which you need the goods
sending. Our prices start from as little as 25 and larger quantity orders will qualify for free
transportation so please ask a member of our team how many items you would need to purchase to
get free carriage. When you are ready to proceed we will provisionally book a date that is convenient
for you, but this will not be confirmed until full payment is cleared in our account. Our current
leadtimes are generally 24 days, however on some occasions we can fit in transport the next day if
we get cancellations or orders are put back so please always ask if you require your items quickly.
Due to the type of products we sell big and bulky we use large lorries and trucks to facilitate this.
These can be smaller half back trucks to massive 26 tonne lorries. Once your order has been placed
we then ask all customers to please inform us of any access issues we may face when attempting to
bring your order to you for example, narrow roads, property not close to kerbside or obstructions in
the way. Unfortunately, if customers fail to bring any issues to our attention and we have problems
with leaving your items at the address then they will be taken back to our depot and an additional
carriage charge will have to be paid by yourselves before we reschedule another date. When we
drop off your order we will only leave the items where either our Hiab can reach from kerbside or a
small distance from the truck front drive or lawn area if our driver needs to hand lifts items off.

Unfortunately, our drivers will not take them to any other location for you, so please ensure there is
an area ready for the products to be dropped quickly and easily. As a rule of thumb, we generally
require a person present to give a signature or to count and check the order is correct, because once
the items are left they are your responsibility. If you are unable to be there to sign for the goods
please let us know when placing your order and please also ensure there is a safe and secure place
for us to leave them. We will not be held responsible for missing or damaged goods once our driver
leaves the location. However, when taking delivery of your goods you must reject and return any
items you do not want or are unhappy with there and then and our driver will then return these to
our depot for a refund or a credit. Refunds will be issued with in 14 working days of receiving the
goods back. Faulty or damaged items We quality check all of the products we send out to our
customers, however in the unlikely event that you do receive an item that is substandard, damaged
or faulty please do not take delivery of the product and have our driver return them back to us for
either a refund or we can arrange for a replacement to be sent out free of charge. Products you do
not require If you find that you have items that you no longer require and would like to return them
for a full refund, please make our driver aware and he will ensure these come back to our yard.
Please note we do not offer a collections service so these items MUST be sent back with our staff
member at time of delivery. Bespoke items Unfortunately, we do not allow items that are bespoke or
have been cut or customised to be returned unless they are believed to be faulty or have been
damaged during its transportation to you. When ordering goods from our company our preferred
payment methods are Bank transfer or PayPal where you can pay using a debit or credit card.

http://superbia.lgbt/flotaganis/1647867986

No additional fees are added for this method. We do charge an additional 4% on top of the total
amount of the order to cover the fees we are charged for using this payment system. Please inform
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us of your preferred way to pay when you order. We do require full payment to be cleared in our
bank account before we distribute any items to you. Reviews There are no reviews yet. Be the first to
review “1.8m Single Width Boss Scaffold Tower” Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. If they have access to a safe, stable scaffold, they are better able to work at heights with
less risk of taking a fall. One of the most common forms of scaffolding is the scaffold tower. These
systems must be wellmaintained, assembled, and used correctly to ensure that they remain as safe
as possible. This guide will go through the dangers involved with using a scaffold tower and provide
tips on how to prevent them. Why is Scaffold Tower Safety Important. When it comes to scaffold
tower safety, the primary concern should of course be your workers. Safely maintained towers that
are used by trained workers, are key in preventing injuries when people are working at a height. In
addition to this, when workers are confident about safety, they can focus on their work. This
increases productivity. Finally, there are regulations governing the safe use and construction of
scaffold towers. Is There a Difference Between Scaffolding And Scaffold Towers. A scaffold tower is
one type of scaffold. It is a portable, freestanding platform that can be assembled and disassembled
to be moved to and from different work sites. When you hire tower scaffolding, you put this together
yourself, and can move it around your worksite to complete various jobs. This is unlike regular
scaffolding which must be assembled by professionals, and tends to be fixed in place once it has
been put together. They should be labelled with an EN followed by a number.

https://gameanglinginstructors.co.uk/images/cartoni-c20s-manual.pdf

As long as you obtain your scaffold tower from a reputable source, that should not be a problem.
Next, consider who is allowed to assemble the scaffold tower, and who should be permitted to use it
when it’s built. PASMA provides scaffold tower safety training. Nobody should build or work on a
scaffold without holding a certificate or card for the scaffold tower on which they will be working.
There are many PASMA certified training centres across the UK. Scaffold towers should be
inspected after they are assembled, or just before they are first used. If they remain in use longer
than a week, they should be inspected every seven days beyond that to ensure the tower meets with
scaffolding standards. Further, if an event happens that could compromise the safety of the scaffold
tower a strong wind, then it must be inspected again. Use of a safety tag gives a visual proof to
health and safety officers that these checks have been carried out. Restassured that all of our
scaffolding is manufactured by reputable makers. They comply with ENs and HSE guidelines as well.
In addition to this, we provide clear assembly instructions along with colorcoding to ensure that you
can safely put together any scaffold tower that you hire. Work at Height Regulations 2005 In
studying scaffold tower regulations, you must also understand what is required of you under the
guidance of the Work at Height regulations that were implemented in 2005. Here they are Scaffolds
must conform to standard configurations. If not, a competent person must calculate the appropriate
custom assembly, and put the scaffold together in a safe manner to ensure it is stable, and used
appropriately. You must follow the hierarchy of controls. This means that you must avoid working
from a height by doing things such as using equipment with long poles. If you must work at a height,
then you must use appropriate safety equipment such as scaffold towers to minimize the risk of
falling.

http://drbillbaker.com/images/cartoon-army-manuals.pdf

The consequences of falling must also be mitigated. Work from a height must be planned and
organized. Workers who must work at a height should be appropriately trained. Equipment must be
selected to mitigate risks. You must manage risks when working near or on any fragile surfaces. All
equipment must be properly inspected and kept wellmaintained. Understanding Scaffold Tower
Dangers Here are the specific dangers you must consider when working at a height Falls This is the
clearest and most obvious risk when working with scaffold towers. Your workers are most at risk for
a fall when building or dismantling scaffolding, or when they are climbing to access the platform.
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Collapses It’s very rare for a tower to collapse or fall over. However, when it does, the results can be
lethal. Towers often fall when they are assembled incorrectly, positioned without stability, or struck
by a vehicle. High winds can also be a factor. Falling debris There’s also a danger of workers being
struck by falling pieces of equipment or parts of the tower. This can lead to serious injury. Once
again the risks of this are the highest while the scaffolding is being assembled or taken down.
Manual Handling Injuries These are injuries that happen as workers are carrying heavy items up to
the platform to use. It’s important to take steps to mitigate this risk. Safely Erecting And
Dismantling a Scaffold Tower Clearly, many of the risks are amplified when the tower is being
erected or dismantled. That is why safety during these stages is a primary concern. You must pay
close attention to details, and follow assembly instructions closely. Also, ensure that you only use the
pieces and hardware that come with your scaffold tower, and that all pieces are present. Check the
safety manual you receive, and adhere to the recommendations about safe working height. In
addition to this, use all stabilisers and outriggers as advised. Erecting The Tower Be certain that you
have a firm level surface to work on.

Then, you can start assembling the scaffold tower. Make sure your locked castors or base plates
have proper support. This is absolutely key in preventing accidents and serious injuries. PASMA and
the Health and Safety Executive recommend the advance guard rail system or the throughthetrap or
3T system of assembly. If you cannot use these methods due to your specific project requirements,
workers should always wear safety harnesses. The advanced guard rail system allows you to use a
specially designed, temporary guard rail. This can be placed securely from below, and moved up the
platform during assembly. This provides some fall prevention until you can fit the permanent
guardrails. The throughthetrap means of assembly places workers in limited risk positions as they
install guard rails on higher platforms. In this case, the worker is positioned in the trap door of the
platform above. Here they can set up or take down the guard rail above them. Both of these methods
ensure that workers never have to stand on an unguarded platform. No matter which protection
method you select, everyone working on the tower must be physically fit. They should be able to
work at heights confidently. They should also wear hard hats or climbing helmets. Tower Stability
Consider stability as you construct your tower. Don’t exceed height recommendations. Install
outriggers and stabilizers. Also, consider other risks such as hoisting items up the scaffold, or using
rubbish chutes. Consider securing the tower to a solid structure, and always double check that you
are building your tower with a correct height to base ratio. Finally, obey the rules regarding weight
specifications. Dismantling The Tower When it’s time to take the tower down, the same advance
guardrail or through the trap systems should be used again. The person in charge is dismantling
should be qualified. Scaffold Tower Inspections Preuse checks and inspections should be done
before any work is done using the platform.

www.uppld.org/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626f403d39da8---bosc
h-was24460uc-installation-manual.pdf

The person conducting these checks should be competent, and trained according to the Working at
Height Act. Any risks should be determined and mitigated before the tower is used. Once the tower
is in place, it should be inspected at least once a week. Further, if there is adverse weather or any
modifications are made, then another inspection should be undertaken. Finally, all inspections
should be documented. This documentation should contain information on who conducted the
inspection, when it was done, and any issues that were found. Scaffolding tags are not required by
law. However, scaff tags are a useful way to mark equipment to inform users of its safety and
usability. How to Ensure The Safe Use of Scaffold Towers on Job sites Once the scaffold is up, you
must lock the structure into place by locking the castors. If the structure must be moved, it should
be relocated carefully. Do not use a powered vehicle. Do not move the structure while people or
materials are on it. Barriers Next, you must take care to prevent public harm or unauthorised
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access. Maintain an exclusion zone, and enforce that with temporary fencing. When the tower is
unattended, take away ladders and netting. Consider using security to prevent access. If the risk is
particularly high, you may need to remove the attractive nuisance altogether by dismantling the
scaffold tower. Keeping members of the public safe from harm can be difficult when working in
public places. This can be accomplished by maintaining an exclusion zone around the base of your
tower that is enforced by temporary fencing. Climbing And Accessing The Tower Follow the
manufacturer’s instructions to climb the tower appropriately. In most cases, there will be a builtin
ladder. Do not stand on any items while on the platform to gain extra height. Don’t climb the outside
of the tower. Equipment And Material Handling Don’t carry materials to different platforms
manually. Instead, use an installed rope and pulley system.

We are UK based scaffolding hire company that provides scaffold hire solutions for your construction
project needs. We offer a range of different types of scaffold towers for domestic and commercial
use, and all of our solutions are serviced and inspected thoroughly by our PASMA trained staff to
scaffolding standards in UK. Top Scaffold Tower Safety Tips Finally, take a quick look at our list of
scaffold tower safety tips. Make certain you have selected the right scaffold tower for the job. Stop
work the moment any problem is found. Contact us for assistance if you are unable to remedy the
problem. Follow the manufacturer’s instructions to the letter. Every tower should be delivered with
an instruction manual. Place towers on a firm and level surface. Mind any power lines or overhead
obstructions. Avoid these areas. Don’t use the scaffold tower when the weather is bad. Ensure that
workers have proper training, use safety equipment, and take frequent breaks. For more
information, get in contact today on 0845 154 3907. In the next hour Morning Afternoon Message Or
call us now on 0371 705 3545 to speak to our team and hire in minutes Email This field is for
validation purposes and should be left unchanged. All Rights Reserved. The renowned BOSS system
incorporates a host of features, which set the highest standard in aluminium tower engineering for
today and the future. BOSS LadderSpan Scaffold Tower complies with the 3T and Advanced
Guardrail methods of assembly. All our items are packaged and handled with care on our standard
service. You product will be delivered within 35 working days but normally much sooner. Please note
this is subject to stock availability. Delivery on all our items are packaged and handled with care on
our standard service. We guarantee delivery by the followingworking day when ordered before 12
noon By browsing this website, you agree to our use of cookies. Please upgrade to a newer version
or try a different browser.

The ladder was delivered as promised in good condition. I would recommend Midland Ladders. After
researching which ladder I wanted to buy, I found Midland Ladders through an internet search. They
had the best price and they gave me excellent advice over the phone. I bought it through their
website and it arrived in perfect condition the next day even though we live right in the north of
England. I have recommended them to several friends already! Thank you. A first class service all
round. Fast delivery, quality product and excellent value for money. Thank you Great online
experience great product has made my life easier and safer whilst hedge cutting light enough to lift
onto my roof rack but substantial enough to feel safe. The order process and fast efficient help I
received was first class especially when the ladder I wanted at short notice was not available.I see
no way the service could have been improved. The staff were more than helpful and the ladders
arrived on time as promised. Well done. Ordered roof ladder to be delivered to my holiday home and
needed on a specific day. Phoned to check stock and confirm arrangements then placed order on
line. The correct ladders arrived on the correct day. 2nd time I have used Midland Ladders and
frankly would not risk going elsewhere because customer service and product is spot on. A great
product, exactly what we wanted. Very efficient and fast delivery. We were informed as to when the
ladder would arrive and given a time slot which was really helpful. I would definitely recommend
this company Great service, nice people who follow up. Definitely recommend to others. Great
service,packed well,product works great. Instructions a bit sketchy. It would be easy to put the base



platforms on upside down. Also hinges lock really positively which is whats needed in a foldable
ladder, but it might help with a longer lever to get hold of when operating the hinges,,just a
suggestion.

Overall well satisfied with my purchase,great job Midland, rock on. The service was exceptional in
terms of the delivery day. The quality of the ladder purchased was very good and was immediately
put into daily use. I would strongly recommend the company MLC for their professional service and
customer information. Fast efficient and quality service all at a great price. I would strongly
recommend this company and wouldnt hesitate to use them again. Order was delayed but the
communication direct from the team was perfect proper customer service without the premium
price. These were the best on price, I was kept informed on the process of my order, when my
ladders arrived they were well packaged. As for the ladders, they are really well made and feel
sturdy, I have no regrets buying from Midland Ladder Co.Brilliant service, it turned up when they
say it would and the quality was as they said it would be.Thanks very much Very quick and easy to
find, select and place the order for the stepladders I needed. I placed the order at a little after 3.00
pm and they were delivered before 9.30am next day! Price and quality were excellent too. Easy
ordering process, very quick dispatch and delivery and the best price on the internet, what more
could you want Excellent product. Excellent Service. I made a mistake in my order, was able to ring
first thing the next morning and still got next day delivery of the correct product. The service felt
personal and considerate. Spoke to two different people and both were the same. The service was
what one dreams of and could not have been better. I was using the ladder within 24 hours of
ordering it. Excellent price and excellent service was provided by Midland Ladder. Ordering was
simple and delivery was on time. Great organisation. Cant fault the service or product, would
recommend to anyone. Excellent customer service. Highly recommended Good product, efficient
service, great delivery what’s not to like.

I am delighted with my new ladder. It fits effortlessly in my garage and now that I am older It is light
so that I have no trouble using it to clean out my gutters and the roof of my garage and paint the
roof of my shed. I am very pleased with my buy and do recommend it. I can easily carry it wherever I
go. Got what I was looking for. Easy to ask questions over the phone. Prompt delivery. Fair price
Great service will use again goods arrived as arranged Good company excellent product
ExactlyExcellent service. Easytouse site with lots of choice at competitive prices. Chosen ladders in
stock and delivered very quickly, and on date stated. Good quality product. Would recommend
company to others. On screen product information was excellent,ordering was very easy. The
delivery was fast and on time. Would always recommend this company to others. Excellent product,
well made. Delivery was quick. Excellent service. Thanks. Ordered and arrived almost immediately.
First class. Clear description of goods on website, competitive price, efficient delivery. A good, user
friendly website, and yes, I was satisfied with the order procedure, customer support and would
recommend Midland Ladder Co Ltd to others Very helpful staff and product arrived on time, will use
again. Excellent price and service, cant fault them. Ive ordered a number of items now and I have no
doubt Ill get back in the future. A first class service all round. Thank you All good, ladder exactly as
described arrived next day as advertised,very good quality too. 100% satisfied. One item was
missing from delivery but sent by courier without any delay or question. Excellent product with good
features and lightweight. Fast efficient delivery, on time and reasonable price. Will definitely use
this company again and happy to reccommend any time. Flawless service from beginning to end.
Easy to navigate website with great products. Thank you Great service and response to deliveries.

I will use this company again and again, thanks for the great service. Ordering process was very
quick and easy. Company kept in touch through out with delivery schedule and date of arrival. Very
please overall with service and product Delivery prompt, excellent product. Planning another order
soon. Absolutely nothing to complain about. Very good communication. Great price and fast delivery.



Fast and effective, very well priced and would recommend to anyone. Cant fault your service. The
ladder is better than expected, supplied at a competitive price and supplied earlier than expected.
What more can I say. Excellent seller, the ladder was delivered next working day and was the best
price i could find. Would use again. The service was what one dreams of and could not have been
better. Brilliant customer service needed it delivered on a day and they rang me straight away to
sort things which was a massive help. The ladders are great so far, cannot fault them at all but I
guess time will tell as Ive only had them a few weeks. Absolutely perfect service. The product we
received was perfectly described. Thank you for doing such a great job. Highly recommended.
Excellent service. Order placed late on Monday was received on the Wednesday. This was the best
item I have bought for a long time does the job brilliantly and the communication as to where my
order was in the system was exemplary. Highly recommended company. Midland ladders had the
best deal i could find.I called twice with queries prior to purchase and received excellent service on
each occasion. My questions were answered excellently and without waiting in a long queue.
Customer service advice and help on the phone very good. Ordering procedure straightforward,
delivery on time. Very pleased with service and would have no hesitation in using and
recommending Midland Ladders in the future Best of the best Cant fault your service. The entire
process went very smoothly.

There were noThe most difficult part wasGreat range with great prices and excellent delivery. I
would have no hesitation recommending the provider at all We have used Midland Ladders to
provide all of our ladders and steps for many years now. The product range is excellent, support and
advice prior to and after ordering is spot on. Availability has always been great for us, some orders
have even been delivered the same day within hours of ordering!! My whole experience from start to
finish was excellent and the best price I could find online. So I am very satisfied with my purchase
and the service I have received and would gladly recommend this company to friends and family. I
am impressed with the quality of the products I purchased and the speed of delivery. I cant speak
more highly of the service I have received so far Super customer service. Best quality products.
Definitely recommend. Having looked at my ladder retailers I decided upon Midland Ladders due to
three things quality of ladder, price of ladder, next day delivery of ladder.not guaranteed. The
quality is excellent, and ladder arrived 8.30 am the next morning. How do you beat that. Thats
impressive. Have no hesitation to recommend this company to those want rigid, sturdy ladders at a
great price. Beware buying inferior ladders elsewhere. The price was right.
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